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Abstract
Cloud computing is of a scalable and virtual-resource set that can provide the required
services to users based on how extent they use the service. E-health system by creating a
personal health would record collect and integrate all information and history pertaining
to the health of the patient. Integrating the information gives rise to ease of access for
physicians, patients and other related users such as pharmacies, with respect to the
privacy of patients. The technology, by sharing patient information stored, can have
significant benefits in providing medical services electronically. Reducing costs and ease
of access for physicians to patient information are the most important factors in
addressing to the cloud computing E-health. The security and the privacy are the biggest
obstacles to the admission of this style of computing in widespread. This article aiming to
alleviate this problem suggests a new architecture which uses ecc encryption for storing
and sharing secure PHR in the cloud.
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Introduction
Moving and transferring treatment software to cloud-based models and their management through the clouds
revolutionize the way of health and medical cares and its results make access to health care for everyone and
everywhere possible and in addition to the reduction in treating travel costs of patients and physicians, it has been
taken essential steps to provide and benefit the health patterned system integrated, synchronized and aligned
with the technology, because of the welfare of patient. In the world of cloud computing, aside from the advantages
of the use of this method computationally, there have been complex challenges in this area to fill a gap in security,
privacy and controlling unauthorized access to the data stored in the cloud. The most important issues in the field
of data storage in the cloud would be related to protect the data and prevent unauthorized access to data, as well
as provide easy access for authorized users [2].
Literature
Hui et al in 2o14 provided a method for controlling secure access to personal health records of patients in the
cloud [5]. Implementing Personal Health Record system under the cloud computing environment will lead to a
reduction in the cost of infrastructure management and the handling of the users according to their demand and
being a real-time service for users. ID-based encoding and bilinear paring calculations are used in this design. CA
divides the data into several classes and determines a random number as a decoding key for every class. Then it
employs an ID-based matrix of access control to connecting the users to the data related to their own health
records in which 1 and 0 indicating a relationship and no relationship between them, respectively. Using bilinear
pairing calculations and hash functions produce a function and puts available to the users. Request of each user is
checked by the CA with regard to access control matrix, if an authorized user, the user obtains the keys of code, by
using private key and intended function. The problem with this method is that user access in each time, heavy
computation must be done to get the keys.
Setting up proposed design
In the proposal all users that may include: patients, doctors, nurses, health care professionals and medical
research institutes etc. with various access levels are divided into classes of security with access rules are
hierarchical. On the tree user hierarchy, the patients are put in leaf, so each patient has access to her/his own
medical information, but not others’ the medical records. Similarly other users would be placed on higher-level
access, according to laws of medical records access for each patient. The highest-secure-class user can access a
lower security class data, the method of key management based on cryptography (ECC) of user hierarchy provided
by Dr. Nikou Ghadam is used [4]. Compared with other key-based ECC, the model has less computational
overhead, storage and complication.
Setting up steps of the proposed design
Step 1: CA selects a secure elliptic curve C on Galois field GF (p) such that p is a prime number and G is an essential
point on the elliptic curve,
Where q is greater than or equal to 163 bits.
Step 2: private key dCA is selected from a range dCA ∈ [1, q-1] and the corresponding public key PCA is produced by
relation (1).
PCA= dCA . G
(1)
The CA selects unique private key di from a range of di ∈ [1, q-1] and produces the corresponding public key Pi for
class security SCi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n with respect to (2). The private keys of class SCi via secure channels will be sent to class
members of SCi.
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Pi = di . G
(2)
Step 3: CA Z calculates value Zi by (3) so that Ki as a random integer digit from [1, q-1] for each class of security SCi.
Zi= Ki . G
(3)
And CA calculates key value SKi with respect to (3). H is a one-way hash function which transforms coordinate x of
point Zi on the elliptic curve to crypt key SKi.
SKi = H(Zi)
(4)
Step 4: for classes of security with SCj ≤ Si and 1 ≤ j ≤ n, point YijS is calculated by relation (5) and points YijS of each
class are sent through a secure channel to the security class.
Yij= Kj . Pi
(5)
Step 5: CA distributes the values of p, q, G, Pi, PCA and function H and holds its private key dCA, keys Ski for all
security classes but removes the private keys di related to the security classes.
Stages of making keys
Step 1: each security class calculates its private inverse key and saves it safe. For example, for the private key di, d1i is calculated.
Step 2: every the security class SCi calculates value of Zi by equation (6) for itself and value of Zj by (7) for security
class SCj by (SCj ≤ SCi, 1≤ j≤ n):
Zi = d-1i . Yij
(6)
Zj = d-1i . Yij
(7)
Equations (8), (9) and (9) show how to calculate Z
Yij = Kj . Pi = Kj . (di . G)
(8)
d-1i . Yij = d-1i . (Kj . (di . G)) = Kj . G= Zj
(9)
Zj = d-1i . Yij
(10)
Step 3: security class SCi calculates encrypt key SKi by (11).
SKi = H(Zi)
(11)
H is a one-way hash function that transforms the coordinate x of point Zi on the elliptic curve to encrypt key SKi.
For example, the security class SC3 Fig (3-2) can see the data of security classes {SC2, SC5, SC6, SC7, SC8} of lowerlevel hierarchy, so it has to produce this class keys to be {SK2, SK5, SK6, SK7, SK8}. First, the parameters YijS are
calculated by CA and sent to SC3.
SC3 : Y3,2 = K2 . P3 , Y3,5 = K5 . P3, Y3,6 = K6 . P3, Y3,7 = K7 . P3
(12)
Y3,8= K8 . P3, Y3,3 = K3 . P3
Changing encrypt key of security class
Each security class SCj may need to change the secret key of SKj. In this scheme, CA selects value of k*j from [1, 1-q]
and the value of secret key of SKj is calculated by (19).
SK*j = H (K*j . G)
(13)
For each class of security that there is a relationship SCi ≤ SCi, CA calculates equation 20 and sends the obtained
value in accordance with explanation of Part 3.3.3.
Y*ij = k* . pi
(14)
Other dynamic features such as adding new security class, removing existing class of security, creating a new
relationship between security classes and cancellation of existing relationship can be done according to the design.
Proposed model of PHP storage in the cloud
System model
The proposed model is composed of three parts, which are as follows:
 CA: This component has a lot of data to store a high volume of calculations that for this purpose, cloud centers
are under use. The data is encrypted by CA and sent to the provider of cloud service. It is also responsible for
classification of data and user in different security classes. As formerly mentioned, CA is responsible for execution,
secret key distribution to the users, generating and updating the access control matrixes.
 Cloud service provider (CS): it can be assumed that CS stores the high volume of data required by the CA.
 End users: the unit requests the information stored on the cloud to use. The authorized users can send data
requests to the CA.
CA and CS are connected together through a secure channel such as safe leased lines. The users may communicate
with CA using wired or wireless connection via public channels. Members of the project can have access to their
data using wireless mobile device under limited resources.
Data storage process by CA
The following steps are executed by CA:
Step 1: All users U = {U1, U2, ..., Un}, where n represents the number of the users, are established by CA and
according to the hierarchy of the security classes shown in Fig 2.3 are divided into the different security classes
SC = {SC1, SC2, .... , SCn}.
Step 2: CA divides the data into sets of DS = {DS1, DS2, .... , DSn}.
Step 3: CA produces a private key SKi for every class of SCi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n to be SK = {SK1, SK2, .... , SKn} and it also
produces parameters Yi,j for each class of security SCi by equation (SCj≤ SCi, 1≤j≤n), presented in parts 3.3.3 and
Step 4: CA selects shared secret key SKpwv randomly for all users of 1≤v≤n from SKvpw ∈ [1, q-1] so that SKpw =
{SK1pw, SK2pw, … , SKnpw}.
Step 5: Parameter Yi,j produced by CA and sent through a secure channel for each class SCi is used to generate
secret keys of classes SCj under (SCj ≤ SCi, 1≤j≤ n), presented in sections 3.3.2.
Step 6: CA sends shared secret key SKvpw to all users through a secure channel.
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Step 7: CA produces two access control matrixes. The first matrix is on relationship between users (Uv) and
security classes (SCi) . The second on relationship between security classes (SCi) and datasets (DSi) . Within these
matrixes, parameter 1 indicates relationship to exist and 0, lack of relationship.
Step 8: CA encrypts the data for each DSi by private key Ski form security class SCi and sends encrypted data to CS.
Stages of PHR information access to the users
When the user wants to access the data, the following steps are performed:
Step 1: When the user Uv wants to access data of DSi, s/he sends a request to the CA as follows.
Ui → CA: ESKvpw [Uv, RD, RI]
Parameter RD is the data requested by the user and parameter RI is a counter that whenever requesting, it is
increased and also to prevent replay attacks. The user encrypts all information of [Uv, RD, RI] with shared secret
key SKv pw and sends to the CA.
Step 2: CA decrypts the user’s application using the shared key SKv pw and thereby it is validated by the user. Using
Access Control matrix, CA checks Fig (3.3) that what security class of SCi the user Uv belong to and also through
other access control matrix Fig (3-4), that what data collection of DSi the relevant security class SCi access.
Step 3: After confirmation of request from user Uv by CA, the CA sends this (ESKi [RD]) along with shared key SKvpw
to CS.
Step 4: CS re-encrypts the requested data (ESKi [RD]) using user-shared key SKvpw that was sent pervious stage,
and sends to the user as follows.
CS → Uv : ESKvpw [ESKi [RD] ]
Step 5: after receiving data user Uv decrypts it using a shared key SKvpw alternatively decrypting using the secret
key SKi and thus data can be applicable for the user.
If the user Uv becomes unauthorized, the access to the data will be canceled, the CA updates Access Control Matrix.
In this case, the user membership Uv will be removed of the relevant class. The user Uv may hold the key of
security class SKi, but updated access control matrix, CA does not allow for access to the request for the data. Reencryption helps to protect the data available to users who their access was canceled, and it can be used also when
a user is transferred from a security class to another one. For example, a security class member SC5 is transferred
to security class SC8.
Evaluation of proposals
In this part, the proposals will be evaluated and compared with a similar project conducted. Table 2 shows all
symbols that are used for comparison and evaluation.
Table 1: Defining Symbols
Symbols

Definition

TMUL

Time complexity to do modular multiplication

TEXP

Time complexity to do modular exponentiation

TADD

Time complexity to do modular summation

TEC-MUL

Time complexity to do scalar multiplication

TEC-ADD

Time complexity to do point summation

TINV

Time complexity to do in-filed inverse

TPa

Time complexity to do bilinear paring calculations

THash

Time complexity to do hash function

In Table 2, it is determined time complexity of implementing the various operating units, based on the time of
doing modular multiplication.
Table 2: The time complexity of the various operating units in terms of modular multiplication
Time complexity in terms of modular
multiplication

Time complexity of every operating unit

TEXP

240* TMUL

TADD

Ignorable

TEC-MUL

29.3* TMUL

TEC-ADD

0.12* TMUL

TINV

3* TMUL

TPa

586* TMUL

Computational cost per unit of bilinear pairing computation is twenty times more than scalar multiplication. Thus,
each unit of bilinear pairing computation costs 586 times more than a modular multiplication.1GB of data is
assumed to exist; in this case, the computational overhead and storage of the data by method [5] are given in Table
3. And the computational overhead and storage scheme are investigated. In the proposed model, the
computational complexity depends on the number of datasets (DSi) within which it has been distributed. If 1GB of
data is put into a dataset, the CA should calculate a secret key Ski and a parameter Yi,j and a parameter Yi,i that in
total, there are 3 numbers of TEC_MUL and a hash function. Hence, the computational overhead CA is listed in term
15.
5. TCA = (3.TEC_MUL + one hash)
(15)
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Similarly, if the data is distributed in more than one dataset (DSi), the number of previous operations multiplied by
the number of datasets, so if the data is distributed in the dataset vi, the computational overhead CA is displayed .
6. TCA = vi. (3. TEC_MUL + one hash)
(16)
However, to access this volume of data by user Uv, if the data is placed in a dataset the user’s computational
overhead is displayed (10-4).
7. TU = 1. TINV + 1. TEC_MUL + one hash
(17)
And similarly, if the data is distributed in more than one dataset (DSi), the number of previous operations is
multiplied by the number of datasets, as a result if the data is distributed in the dataset vi, the user computational
overhead is displayed in (11-4).
8. TU = vi . (1. TINV + 1. TEC_MUL + one hash)
(18)
Table 3: Comparison of the time complexity of the proposed plan with provided earlier one
Bilinear
pairing
calculations
Yes
No

In terms of TMUL
CA

User

vi. (1655 TMUL +
two hash)

vi. (241TMUL + two
hash)

vi. (87.9 TMUL + one
hash)

vi. (32.2 TMUL + one
hash)

CA

Time complexity
User

vi. (2. TEXP + 3. TMUL
+ 2. TPa + two
hash)
vi. (3. TEC_MUL + one
hash)

Reference

vi. (1. TEXP + 1. TMUL
+ two hash)

[14]

vi. (1. TINV + 1.
TEX_MUL+ one hash)

Proposed design

There is no overhead for CA, cloud and the user in re-encryption proposal, because it does not need to generate
the key. In table (3), the time complexity of proposed method is compared with the previous designs. First the
required total time cost, according to the time of implementing each of the operators will be determined for the
previous and the proposed projects. Then, according to Table (2) all the time will be expressed, in terms of time
required to perform modular multiplication. According to Table (3), the proposal reduced significantly the time
complexity in calculations compared with the project [5]. The proposal has no bilinear pairing calculations. But
the proposal [5] with bilinear pairing calculations incurs very computational cost on both sides of entities. In
general, the costs of the bilinear pairing schemes would be more than the cost of the plan based on ECDLP.
Conclusions
In the proposed method, combining access control and encryption have tried to provide the mechanisms of an
efficient and secure access management for user access to PHR information. In this way, the information related to
each patient is stored within the form of encrypted data in the cloud by CA and the user’s requests are validated
only by the CA. All keys needed by the CA are produced and distributed. And the data encryption is performed by
the CA and after the user’s request it is re-encrypted by the cloud. The comparisons prove that the proposed
scheme compared with Hui Liu et al’s, reduces the computational cost considerably.
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